Kei hin carburetor diagram

The site navigation utilizes arrow, enter, escape, and space bar key commands. Up and Down
arrows will open main level menus and toggle through sub tier links. Enter and space open
menus and escape closes them as well. Tab will move on to the next part of the site rather than
go through menu items. These guidelines should be followed when installing carburetors and
other Keihin products:. Carburetor Tuning. These guidelines should be followed when installing
carburetors and other Keihin products: To avoid injury, carburetors should be installed when
the engine is cold. Read the owners manual for your vehicle before installing any Keihin
product to prevent any damage to the vehicle due to improper installation. Gasoline is
extremely flammable and can be explosive under certain conditions. Installations should be
done in a well-ventilated area. Installation of products in this catalog should be done by an
experienced mechanic or service technician. Keihin carburetors are only legal in California for
racing vehicles, which may never be driven on public highways or waterways. Keihin
carburetors are designed to be used with normal pump gasoline. This may prevent the
carburetor from functioning properly. Port one is positioned at the highest point in fuel
chamber, providing a natural purge, allowing entrapped air to escape through the leak jet
orifice. Screws to mount airbox adapters Top Cover All 6. Gasket, Top Cover All 7. Washer All
Stop Screw All Seal mm Clip, Jet Needle All Needle Set Screw All Main Nozzle All Pilot Screw All
NA00 Spring, Pilot Screw All Washer, Pilot Screw All Valve Seat will not work on some OEM 3.
Valve seat will not work on some OEM 3. Valve Seat will not work on some OEM 4. O-Ring, Valve
Seat All Screw, Valve Seat All Float All Arm Pin All W Float Valve All Clip, Float Valve All Fuel
Screen All Drain Screw All Pump All Diaphragm All 2. U-Ring, Accel. Pump All W Spring, Accel.
O-Ring, Accel. Link Lever All E-Clip All Fuel Joint All O-Ring, Fuel Joint W Idle Speed Screw All
Spring All O-Ring All Hose Clip All W Buffer Plate All FCR-MX reduced tension throttle spring
Collar All B Washer All W Cover All Cover Screw All These are two different kits, the kit on the
right contains 2 different types of middle body orings. Single style oring kit Click here for other
parts not listed below Scroll down to bottom of page for other parts. Top Cover All Gasket, Top
Cover All Cover Screw All These are two different kits, the kit on the right contains 2 different
types of middle body orings. The Keihin number is stamped in the flange. The best way to
identify a up Harley Keihin carb is to read the Keihin number. It's the first 4 characters stamped
on the R choke cable side just above the bowl. The HD part number on some models is on a
sticker placed on the top of the carb. Older carbs either weren't labeled or the sticker may either
be missing or unreadable. As for interchangeability between butterfly carbs; Any Harley Keihin
butterfly carb will interchange but the ones for big twins will need to be re-jetted for a Sportster
engine. The chart on the Basic carb information page has the factory jetting information for
Sportsters. Also, Sportster carbs have a 38mm venture measured at the smallest point near the
throttle plate. However, the carbs installed on BT's may be 38mm. Changes were made to Lup
carbs due to the U. Clean Air Act of L Sportster '76 only' Keihin butterfly carb. Float bowl
Accelerator pump , inside casting It has a solid choke, meaning that the choke plate butterfly
has no spring action in the linkage. It also has a idle mixture adjusting screw that was not
hidden under a plug. It was rite out in the open where you can get to it. That is what you can tell
from the outside. The real scoop to tell if it's is on the inside. Inside, there was no hole drilled
between the main jet well and the low speed well to feed the low speed jet. That made it the only
one that didn't use the low speed jet rubber plug you see when you take off the float bowl. This
hole can be seen when you remove the rubber plug and look at the wall between the wells on 77
and up Keihin butterfly carbs. If you have a 76 only and install rubber plug, your bike won't run.
In the float bowl, the accelerator pump discharge nozzle has a. You can observe the relief action
if you have a up bowl. On the up, there is a little hole down on the bowl floor that fuel squirts out
of, as well as the brass nozzle at the gasket surface. This rod is free in its movement and you
can hear it if you shake the bowl. If the pump is actuated slowly enough, all fuel will exit the
relief because there isnt enough force to lift the rod. Instead, it used a check ball assembly in
the small cover that is screwed onto the bowl the one with the 3 holes. When you shake the
small cover when it's removed from the bowl, you will hear the ball. There is no ball on up. Float
bowl B78A. Accelerator pump Accel pump was sold in as a replacement on carb A. B83A : B83B
: 35 36 37 Float bowl B83H. Casting marks inside the bowl: Accelerator pump Black plug over
evaporative port. Main jet , slow jet There are usually lots of compatible Keihin carbs on eBay.
Anything from late up to about will bolt on and work well. As for factory Sportster carbs , best
may be the late to keihin butterfly. It is 38 mm, and does not suffer the government mandated
modifications that are in the on Keihins. Accelerator pump has check ball, not the rod. Low
speed jet is covered with rubber plug and there is a hole between the low speed and main well.
Float bowl: 59 E77 L A. This is reportedly a Shovelhead carburetor. Part number unknown at
this time, BT carb. Possible 83 model carb due to the black rubber cap on the top of the carb's
evaporative port. It has no practical use. All FXR, Softail models, main jet , slow jet 50 Keihin

Butterfly Carb Identification. Rebuilding a Keihin Butterfly Carb. Keihin Butterfly Carb Function
and Tuning. See TSB for introduction information on the Keihin butterfly carb. Click the link to
view the TSB page in the Sportsterpedia. Intake manifold A Accelerator pump rod attached at
throttle cam New diaphragm accelerator pump Optional main jets were made available Changed
to 34 mm venture Limiter Cap over idle mixture -late Square block behind the idle mix tower as a
stop for the limiter cap. Accelerator pump housing redesigned Idle mixture screw is set and
sealed off at the factory due to EPA regulations Evaporative port Note : For those sold for use in
California as part of the evaporative emissions kit the fuel overflow fitting was capped and the
overflow line was removed. B83A : 34 B83B : 35 36 37 Used on FXWG Used on All FX Models.
This website uses cookies for visitor traffic analysis. By using the website, you agree with
storing the cookies on your computer. OK More information. Log In. Techincal Menu. Ironhead
Section. Evolution Section. Reference Section. Misc Resources. Gallery of Images. Visit our
host at: XLForum. Except where otherwise noted, content on this wiki is licensed under the
following license: CC Attribution-Share Alike 4. Keihin carburetors are constant velocity
carburetors. They have a vacuum operated slide that changes the diameter of the main opening,
called a venturi, in the side of the device. Constant velocity carburetors were invented by
English motorcycle racers, but they are now called Keihin carbs after the Japanese
manufacturer that first mass-produced them. For decades, these carburetors were standard
equipment on numerous Japanese, British, German and American motorcycles, until they were
eventually replaced by fuel injectors. Turn on your motorcycle fuel supply. You will probably
open a small faucet under the left side of your fuel tank called a petcock. The exact method of
turning on the fuel supply may vary from motorcycle to motorcycle. Pull out the choke. Start the
motorcycle in neutral and run the engine for about five minutes, until the engine begins to
radiate heat. Push the choke all the way in. If the engine stumbles or starts to stall, pull the
choke part way out. Twist the throttle open, with the bike in neutral, two or three times and let
the throttle snap back. Keihin carburetors use two throttle cables and a spring-operated throttle
return. Listen to the engine. If the motorcycle runs without stumbling with the throttle open, but
not at idle -- the idle speed may be set to low. Identify the throttle cam on the carburetor by
looking at the front of the carburetor and opening and closing the throttle. The sheet metal
stamping that moves is the throttle cam. Don Davis has been a professional writer since How do
I Troubleshoot a Keihin Carb? Step 1 Turn on your motorcycle fuel supply. Step 2 Pull out the
choke. Step 3 Start the motorcycle in neutral and run the engine for about five minutes, until the
engine begins to radiate heat. Step 4 Push the choke all the way in. Step 6 Twist the throttle
open, with the bike in neutral, two or three times and let the throttle snap back. Step 7 Listen to
the engine. Step 8 Identify the throttle cam on the carburetor by looking at the front of the
carburetor and opening and closing the throttle. Orders placed during the weekends or the
following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're always
looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have experienced a problem with our
website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible so our team can explore it
further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more details. Enter keyword or part Search
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Throttle Plate 2. Throttle Return Spring 1. Throttle Shaft 5. Throttle Shaft Bushing 1. Throttle
Spool 1. Vacuum Piston 4. Venturi 1. Each Kit Pair 3. Set 1. We're sorry, your search returned no
results. Harley-Davidson Carburetor - Parts. Select Ride Type. Results per Page 40 60 Viewing
Results 1 - 38 of Part : H Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : MC Part : Mfg Part : Part : H Mfg Part : K We
carry more Harley-Davidson products than any other aftermarket vendor and have them all at
the lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship to
you today. Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest
assured that we have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Carburetor - Parts for
your Harley-Davidson. Plus we have a no-hassle return policy, so you can shop with complete
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unsubscribe. Keihin carburetors are used on almost all Honda motorcycles or copies of
Hondas. In addition to carburetors, Keihin supplies the automotive industry with engine,
transmission and climate control products, including intake manifold assemblies, HVAC
assemblies, compressors, valves, solenoids and electronic control units. Keihin first began U.
Counting all U. Keihin motorcycle carburetors are labeled with a cast-in model ID prefix followed
by several numbers and letters that specify the carburetor version for that application. Flange
mount: The Keihin PA family of carburetors are flange mount. Flange mount carbs have a
diamond shape mounting flange with bolts on either side of the main air hole. The bolt holes
can have different spacing. Carburetor replacement: When replacing a carburetor the new carb
must have the same bolt hole spacing. There is a way to get around this by making the bolt
holes into slots. With slotted mount holes the flange mount carb is not automatically centered,
so it has to be manually positioned in the center as the mount bolts are tightened. That is how
the top carb is listed and illustrated. Starting in , many Honda parts were only sold in sets. That
is how the bottom carb is listed and illustrated. Parts for the top carb that are the same as the
bottom, are only listed in the bottom carb parts. Bore The valves were operated by a cam in the
head, driven by a cam chain. The valves were operated by pushrods from a cam down in the
case. The intake o-ring 2 x 18 22 OD groove was on the intake pipe, rather than the carburetor
flange like all future ones. So the carburetor parts are the same also, with some exceptions. The
push-in jet size, venturi size and intake flange o-ring are the only difference. Here is the cmsnl. It
is the main source of the information below. So the jet, jet pad, jet o-ring, and float bowl are
different. Flange Mount: 32 mm hole spacing, 2 x 18 22 od o-ring 00A, 01A. The Indian had three
different carburetors, Tillotson some , Keihin some , most , Mikuni some , all Only the Keihin
parts are listed here. Choke plate: These three carbs have a lever choke that swings a plate to
block air flow. There is no enrichment fuel path or jet. So the float bowl has no choke jet. The
other baby Keihins with cable or vacuum operated choke do have a choke jets in their float
bowls. The choke enrichment fuel passes up through the sealed off corner of the bowl gasket.
So if the float bowl is changed the drain screw must also be changed. These press out with taps
from a hammer and punch from above. At first the punch tip needs to be bigger than the 4 mm
tube end. Once the tube end gets below the floor a smaller 3. It has to enter the 4 mm hole and
contact the idle tube around the edge. It is a pinhole 0. The idle tube is a press fit in the carb
body. Some can be pulled out with just a pliers. Some might be tighter and require a drill bit be
placed inside the tube to prevent crushing from the tighter pliers grip. This tube was never
intended to be replaced and is not sold or included in any common carb kit. The center tunnel is
main air and the side tunnel is idle air. The small amount of air sucked in through the main air
tunnel passes through tiny holes in the emulsion tube and becomes thousands of microscopic
air bubbles in the liquid gasoline that is being drawn upward. The tiny amount of air sucked in
through the idle air tunnel passes around the idle air adjustment screw cone shape tip and goes
to the vertical idle passage just above the idle jet. The idle air tunnel is the size of a regular
paper clip 0. A straightened paper clip cleans it perfectly. It was made in Belgium by Honda
Benelux, so it had a mix of Japanese and European design and componentry. In US models, 20
mph versions were red. This Keihin BB type carburetor is not like any other moped carburetor.
It looks more like a Honda generator carburetor. It is a very flat design. It has to be special
because it swings up and down with the engine, and is very close to the frame at the place
where you step through. Remove the floorboards and side covers. Unplug the ignition wires
from the coil at the right rear. Pull them through and move them out of the way. Disconnect the
decompression cable and the spark plug cap. Loosen the wiring clamps so there is slack in the
wires. Remove the lower rear shock bolts and the swing arm pivot bolt above the engine. Then

the whole sub-frame can be moved away from the main frame, either by lifting the back of the
bike up, or by swinging it around sideways. Note that the float bowl can go on two different
ways. The wrong way assembles normally, but causes the vertical brass overflow tube to
contact the float. Honda designed all of the cleaning ports, drain screws, and adjustment
screws to face the right side of the bike, which is the upper left in the exploded view. The drain
hose spigot on the float bowl faces the same way as the adjustment screws. The other way to
tell is by shaking the carburetor. If you can hear the float rattling inside then the float is not
stuck so the float bowl is on correctly. While every other moped carburetor is a sliding throttle
valve type, this one is a swinging plate throttle valve. The reason is to be flatter, to get more
clearance from the bottom of the frame. The manual choke is also a swinging plate, with an
automatic release. Some servicing can be done with the carburetor installed. It is easy to clean
the idle passages and jet by spraying a one second long burst of carb spray into the idle
mixture screw hole, followed by compressed air. The running engine is allowed to consume the
flammable solvent before the next burst is sprayed in, to prevent the engine from getting
flooded. Cable-choke: The choke cable passes through the carb top along with the throttle
cable. Flange Mount: 38 mm hole spacing. Cable choke: This carburetor has a throttle cable and
a choke cable coming straight up and looping around. It has no vent hoses, vacuum hoses, or
oil lines going into it. The oil injection goes into the intake manifold. The float reservoir vent is
just a small tube slanting downward. As with most Honda carburetors, fuel is never allowed to
spill onto the engine or anything else. Instead an overflow tube inside the float chamber allows
any overflow fuel to flow out and down the drain hose and onto the ground below the engine.
Regardless of the year, or the VIN number, they could have either version. So the customer had
to look at the model number stamped into the carburetor, and tell the Honda dealer that number,
to get certain parts correct. The and later models had the oil injection hose going into the
carburetor at the throttle slide area. There must have been some benefit, like maybe throttle
slide lubrication. The jet cannot be removed, and cannot be replaced. It is 0. On a PA08BA the
main jet presses or slides in and out, and is supported by a rubber disk. If the disk is missing,
the jet can slide downward, allowing fuel to get past the jet o-ring, causing a rich fuel mixture.
That tube, about 1. Nothing but a very thin 0. See below about jet drills and cleaning tiny jets.
Ultrasonic parts cleaners, carb spray, carb dip, and compressed air are not usually effective.
Another way to clean out the idle jet is to 1 place a drill bit that fills the hole so it does not get
crushed , 2 clamp it with a small vise grips, 3 rotate back and forth while pulling, 4 when it
comes out, the actual hole is easy to see and clean, 5 press it back in the same way it came out.
Strong solvent is needed to dissolve varnish or tar residue left from years of sitting. Carburetor
spray, parts dip, or acetone all help clean out the tar, sometimes with a lot of scraping, brushing
or rubbing. Always remember to remove all rubber things first, to not let the rubber touch the
solvent. Strong solvents will swell soft rubber, deforming it. Never soak the whole carburetor in
strong solvent. In this way, Shaun at Royal Cyclery and later at Myrons Mopeds has
successfully cleaned out over Honda Express carburetors, without ever replacing any of the
rubber gaskets. Part of the reason was they were only sold at Honda dealers, but nonetheless,
they are not needed in a normal service or clean-out. It is identical to a PA08B-B. It has the same
white float, non-stirrup float needle, fixed jet, 18mm top threads, and same gaskets. The idle
mixture screw type is unknown. No photo available. Vacuum-operated automatic choke: These
carburetors features a screw-in main jet, and a built-in vacuum-operated not electric automatic
choke. When the temperature switch on the head is cold, it allows the engine vacuum to raise
the choke plunger up, which opens a new fuel passage, to enrich the mixture during cold
starting. As the engine warms up, it closes the vacuum, allowing the thin spring to pull it back
down, for normal running. The automatic choke device itself is not replaceable. The vacuum
source hose has a check ball valve that only allows air flow into the carburetor venturi, and not
back out. It needs this even though there is reed valve, because there is still some residual
reverse flow caused by the forward and reverse motion of the piston. The vacuum choke that
came out in did not last long. They both have 38 mm flange hole spacing, 75 screw-in jet, 20 mm
intake o-ring and the non-stirrup type B float needle. The only difference is the top cable curved
pipe. Intake studs: After these carbs had studs instead of threaded holes in the mounting
flange, except for PA25A-A. PA13B-B studs are spaced 38 mm, with a intake o-ring 20 mm. The
only noticeable difference is the absence of studs. Here left is state, right is Iowa. Polish it with
a spinning Q-tip and polish , such as Turtle Wax. Choke jet: On all of these NCtype carbs, both
shallow and deep-float-bowl versions, there is a choke jet, pressed into a corner of the float
bowl. When it gets clogged the engine will only start easily when it is warm. Verify all jets and
fuel or air passageways are open, using wires and or visually with carb spray wear goggles. The
loop design adds friction, but it makes a good clean step-thru frame without any cables or wires
hanging out. You can tell the difference between a carb with an idle air mixture screw, and a

carb with an idle fuel mixture screw, by the shape of the casting at the top of the float chamber.
They have electric start so there is 12 volt battery power to operate an automatic electric choke.
They also have a gas gauge and an automatic vacuum petcock on the gas tank. They had a CVT
variator that continuously changes the belt drive pulley size ratio, for very quick acceleration.
The actual gasket has an additional loop, for a vent and overflow. Only if the float overflowed
then some of the overflow would leak onto the carb instead of through the overflow hose and
onto the ground. See above. Main Jet: The main jet is a screw-in, recessed-type, M Pilot Jet: The
idle jet is not replaceable. It is inside the upper end of the brass tube, pressed into the main
body, on the engine side of the main jet. Float Seat: This carb does not have a replaceable float
needle valve seat. The seat is part of the main body, and must be cleaned and polished with a
spinning Q-tip. Float: non-stirrup type white plastic see Flange Mount: The flange mount holes
on the Spree carburetor are spaced 35mm, center-to-center. Flange Mount: 32mm hole spacing,
2 x 18 22 od o-ring. Main Jet: This carb has a screw-in main jet Pilot Jet: It also has a screw-in
idle pilot jet Float Seat: It also has a screw-in float needle seat, replaceable. Float: no-stirrup
metal-tip needle valve, metal swinging float. Flange Mount: 32mm hole spacing, no o-ring
groove on carburetor. Instead the o-ring groove is on the intake manifold. Since the 2 x 18 22 od
intake o-ring is not part of the carburetor, it is not in the Honda gasket set , or the multi-app set
Float Seat early: The carburetor had a screw-in float needle seat, that was replaceable, like in
the illustration. Float Seat late: The carburetor did not have a replaceable float needle valve
seat. Float: no-stirrup metal-tip needle valve, swinging float Left to right: drain screw, needle jet
emulsion tube , idle air screw, idle speed screw, float needle. Flange Mount: 38 mm hole
spacing Carb Kit: Beware of low-cost carburetor kits. You can see it seems big in the photo. The
throttle jet needle was D thin instead of D thick. For some reason in Honda wanted to make their
jets tamper-proof. After the jet was a screw-in, thankfully, like in the illustration. Float: no-stirrup
type white plastic , needle valve The carburetor remained mostly the same. An idle air screw
blocks an air tunnel, so tighter is less air richer. An idle fuel screw blocks off a fuel tunnel. So
tighter is less fuel leaner. Flange Mount: 32mm hole spacing, thicker with square corners.
Chinese re-makes of this carburetor are common on the internet, at incredibly low prices. Try to
re-use the original Keihin. Service : Here is a good article about how to remove and clean the
non-replaceable idle pilot jet. Most other float needles are bigger than these, but look the same
in photos. Valve seats: The seat is the hole that the needle tip seals against. Most motorcycle
carburetors have replaceable float valve seats that screw in or push in. The seat is normally
replaced with the needle. With these the seat must be cleaned, polished and inspected. It must
be perfectly circular with no nicks or scratches on the edge of the hole, where it seals against
the rubber cone tip of the needle. The walls of the tunnel must be clean, smooth and shiny or
the float might stick open a little and cause an overflow leak. Beware of low cost float needles
valves. These have to be made precisely the same as originals in order to function properly. In
the photo, the left one is a generic low-cost replica, made incorrectly. The stirrup wire is bent
and the needle is longer. The right and middle are Honda originals or KL-made replicas for
comparison, made correctly. Chamber families , A, , GK8. Here the chamber sets from above are
all listed together, along with the carbs and bikes they go on. A chamber set includes the float
bowl, float gasket, drain screw, and drain screw o-ring. As a courtesy, here are the links to CMS
in Netherlands where you can view their image and see their price and availability. The push-in
main jet was supported by a pill size rubber pad. The jet pad was held by a circular wall in the
bottom of the float bowl. You can see that in the image on the right. The second bowl is for a jet
pad, but the first bowl is not. Carbs with air valve choke plates do not have a choke jet first in
the image. Many share the same gaskets, but have maybe one or two things different. To reduce
the number of different gasket sets, Honda combines several sets into one multi-set. These are
in separate packages labeled A or B. Consolidated Motor Spares B. They have parts schematic
illustrations for every Honda model worldwide, and photos of every part on every Honda, and
not just motorcycles. And not just Honda, but also Kawasaki, Suzuki, and Yamaha. This entry
was posted on Saturday, January 3rd, at am and is filed under Keihin , Media. You can follow
any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. Both comments and pings are currently closed.
Float needles Float bowls Gaskets and o-rings Flange holes 42, 38, 32 mm. P50 carb service.
Honda P50 carburetors. PC50 ohc engine. PC50K1 ohv eng. Keihin MOA parts. PA50 carb
removal. Honda Express carburetor versions. Keihin PA15 idle fuel mixture screw. A to has two
cables, a throttle and a choke cable coming straight up from the carburetor. A has just a throttle
cable coming straight up, but also a vacuum hose for the choke and a float vent hose. A to has
a black plastic curved elbow on top, that redirects the throttle cable forward and down, a
vacuum hose for the choke, and a vent hose. A also has a different frame, a low headlight, and a
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